Industry Case Study
CUSTOMIZING AEROSPACE POWER TRANSMISSION PRODUCTS
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systems with stringent quality standards for
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Custom + Engineered + Precision
One of the challenges they faced was that the
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a material only available through a European

checks off inspection and tool requirements,

supplier. However, sourcing raw material from
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overseas would have resulted in critical time

up procedures and enables all members of the
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question. To circumvent these time constraints,

specifies what features to measure, the proper
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pieces.

Specification (Mil-Spec) joints would allow them
to stay true to the original part and still meet

The end result was a universal joint that fit,

the customer’s Class 2 flight-critical application

formed and functioned in the same fashion as

requirements. These joints are manufactured

the obsolete part, delivered on schedule and in

according to “MIL-J-6193” Mil-Spec

compliance with the stringent specifications of

requirements that satisfy the required quality
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standards. As a Mil-Spec “Qualified Product

only exceeded design expectations but satisfied

Listed” (QPL) manufacturer, Belden Universal

customer specifications beyond MIL-J-6193

had the necessary qualifications to manufacture

and AS9100 requirements. After this successful

the final product. Existing components in a

pilot project that resulted in rapid delivery of the

suitable stage of the production process were
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customer has contracted Belden for the future
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production of its universal joints needs from
scratch.

To ensure optimal performance, every lot
of these joints are also required to undergo
MIL-J-6193 Group A Lot Compliance testing.
Belden’s in-house testing delivered immediate
results, ensuring consistently high quality
and reliability of the universal joints along
with reduced lead times, when compared
to outsourced testing. The manufacturing
process was further supported by Belden’s
paperless inspection platform, allowing for easier
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